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/7.------.Introductidn

(:.

In recent years, increasing attention has been given in the

organizational change literature to the problem of implementation of pk!anned
.

innovations. (Gross et al. 1971;. Charters et al., 1975; Berman and McLaughlin,

1975; Rosenblum and,Louis, forthcoming) .Clearly.the adoption of innovations

is.not tantamount to implementation, and in order for,planned innovationS

\. to acitieve intended impacts they must be successfulXY implemented.' The

failure of many educational innovation s can indeed.be tracei'to their.non-
.

iiTlementation. (Pincut!"1974; Kritek, 1976) Much of the growing litei-ature
-

on implementation of planned innovat has focussed on the, antecedents

'of change (Glaser, 1971; Greenwood et al., 1975) and on the organizatiohal

.characteristics that facilitate (or hinder) the Implementation'of change.

(Deal et al., 1975; Gross et aL, 1973)7-The process..of planned change in

organizations is conditioned-by characteristics of the organizational

setting. One Such characteristic is the,decision-making process and the

: levels of influence of role partners in the organization. (Hage'and

Aiken, 1970; Zaltman et-al, 1973)

There is a great deal of controversy in the organizational change

literature about the importance of pa-rticipation and influencc.t of the

various role partners in an organization in order for change to take.place.

(Zaltman et al, 1973;: Shepard, 1967; Goodlad and klein, 1970) In order

to explore this issue further, the objective of this paper is to examine

the relationship between influence in planning and the decision-making

process in schools, and.the implementation of planned organizational change.

Perspectives on the Problem/

A basic tenet of Hpan Relations theory deals with the need for
1

5

participation by lower level staff members in an Organization in order.to

1
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facilitate thahge. An underlying assumption of many organizational, r

searcnexs.is that-if those who will be affected by.decisions.are involved in
1

dedision7making,.they.will. bemor
'4-

.

to implement planned change. (Simbn,

1

1975) -It is generally maintained ,that

grouPs, wifl 1oWer the probabilitythat

willing to make the necessary adjustments

1965; Codh and Frerch 19484 GaYnor,

the wider participation. of diverse

Various needs'will be overlooked,

thkeby ehhancing implementation and overtomingresistance to change. ,(Bennis)
.

1966;,COughlan.aftd Zaltman,1972L Havelock,1971) Unfortunately the question of pa]
)

ticipation is often "treated not as a testable hypothesis but as an aSsump.7.

tion under ying-successful iMplementation.' The evidence, however, is not

that clear-tut, and a number of authors have. questioned th )eneralizability

a of the relationship ipe.tween decentralization, of decisiOn-making and the

impleMentation of planned innovations.. (Arnn and Strickland, 1975; Adams

%

et al, 1976;' Lischeton and Wall, 1975) Many_studies of Change
. .

r .

concerned only with the initiation Of change, but different.struCtures and

have been

processes may be.required at later stages.in the change process. Shepard

(1967) found that implementation requires a specific line of authority.
A,

Wilson (1966) alga concluded that there is a need tor concehtrated authority,

as a means of exerting influence,over organizatiOn members in the implementa-
.

tion proc:ess. Although Hage and Aiken (1910) found that "program change was
.

positively associated with a participatory-decision-making structure, it

has.been pointed out that-the nature of the change may determine whether

a highly centralized.or decentralized structure is more effective. Changes

which are highly dependent on members ofthe organization for implementation

and can be easily alteied by their actions may require greater centralization

than those changes which are straighcforward and difficult to subver. Some.

;educators maintain that critioal decisions ab planned.organizationai



change must.'be made by.the adminittratiod. (Bishop, 1.961; Brickell, 1961;

Heathers, '1967)

. . .

-

-

The.question of partitipatiOn'and influence is a complex one..

-

There is.a need to.elaborate the issue of partiCipation by asking 'participa-
,

tion'in what?" If democratized decision-making is associated withimplemen -

Ation, One May ask whether important to ensure participation in. .' -

.
. .

.

% planning for innovation, or whether it is also importAnt to have

. .

participatory organizational structure (e,g., participation in on-goifig

'erganizational activities):

Anotherdmportant issue concernwthe t9tal distribution Of influence
J '

'within the organization'al system. The work of.Tannenbaum ,.(1962) suggests

that organizations funCi'Ion most effectively when the influence of persons
- ' ----. ,

. .

who occUpy lOwer potitions in the.hierarchy of authority is increased, but

. -..
.

.

where the'influence of upperlevel pertonnel remaint high. Thus, the
-...

question of whether decentralization of influehce or hiqh levels Of.influence
- 4

and participation at all'levels is important in the change. process is a
.

crucial one.
, .

In summary, the.specific issues to_be explored inths paper are

the following:

:1) What Are the relationthips between the influerite.of various
school personnel.,(Superintendents; Principals and Teachers)
in the.planning procesA and thb!implementation :of planned

4

.change?
4,

.2)
What are the relationships between the influence of various'
school.Personnel on on-going organizational decisions and the
imp4.ementation of planned change? -

How,do interactions between the levels of'influence of various
school personnel over planning and oh-going decision-making
affect the impkementation of planned change?

..The Setting

The data used in this analyf$is Werecollected from 45 schools Iodated

r
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rural.schoof districts. The ten schooicodistridts art participants,.
74

in the Experimental Schools Program funded'by the'National Institute of

Education. . Under the auspices of NIE, these small schocil districte .

(eight of which had] six, schools or less) undertook the, planning and

. . -
implementation of. "comprehensive' district wide change. Comprehensiveness

r

was defiined by NIE as affecting five facets of the educational system:
I

curriculum, .staff, community partitipation, administration and governance,

and the use of?time, space and facilities. While each district's program.'

was developed at the local level, it was required to reflect the federally
.

defined objective of-domprehensivenesa.

N:4

. The school districts themaelves represent a wide geograPhical
0

and organizational spectrum of lUral schools. . Situated in diverse.parta

. .

of the cOuntry from New England to Alaska, some were loCated ori,centralized
. . .

campuses; while others were in recently.consolidated districts which
. . .

. .

,.
7'''
, .

.

:maintained small schools'at considerable distances.from one another.
.

. .

The data.uSed -in 'this paper is part of a larger research,effort

which is an integral part of the Experimental Schools Project. The

7 .

Orjani4ational Change Study has been systematically gathering data.on the

stages of the planned change program vithin.the districts and schoole,

and on organizational characteristicsIthat may.affect orbe.affgcted by

such change programs. .(Herriott and Rosenblum, 1976; ynsenblum and

Louis, forthcoming) Data Ilas been collected both thrOugh surveys of -

_7
the 4thool-Personnel involved in the program, and through professional'

ethnographers who resided in each of the districts fpr three years auking

4- the'implementation phase.

.1



Measures and their Scores

Io

-Independent Variables: The'independent variables in this study

attemptto measure the degree to which various members.of- the school
7

;
system exert influence in two kinds of activities: the planning of the

chadge programassociated With,theEXperimental-.Schools`prolect.in their

diiltr.1'.ct, and the on-going administrative decision-making process. In
4,

the fall of1913, at''the end of the planning year, all professional teachers

in the district were Administered a questionnaire which covered a wide

variety of issues .regardi7_ the operationsof their school and district:

The overall response'rate to this questionnaire was 72%... Since the purpose

Of this studY was to_look at the behavior Of schoolS.as organizations rather.

than individuai teacheis, teacher respOnses within each school were averaged

to obtain e. séhotl score on each_of the relevant items. There are 45 schoOls

,

in tile study, distributed across 10 school districts.
1

I) Influence in Planning: One item in thequestionnaire.atked the
f

.

.

'
.

. .

\teacher to rate thd infltence of a variety of groups (Superintendents,

t

.
Principals, Teachers) on theplanning of the Experimental Sehlols,program

.f6
-on a five point scale.

2). Influence in Organizational Deoision-Making: AnOther item in

7

the questionnaire asked theteachers to rate the level of influence.(on a

4
scale troth 0 to 3) .that superintendents, principals, and teachers had

over decisionslhat are commonly made- in school. systems. These'decisions

fell into three general categories: pedagogical decisions (subh as selec-

. - ;
tion cif textbooks, determining the content of claJsroom curricula), routine

edminiStrative decisiots (stiCh as determining salary kevels and budgets),

and non-routine decisions (such as determining the need for change) Within

0.

7 . 7
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each of.these decision-making areas,-the scores for-each school *re averaged

over the relevant items. The three SUbScales were then added to forma

summaky score which could, theoretically, range from '0 tO 9 reflecting

the level of influehce of-each of the three parties on.dboision4-Making

The.mean sCoret fot each of these 3 role,partners for the 45 schools
-

-,,4 . . -
.

.
_-. .,

. .-

on both independent variables may be Seenin.Table 1. 'This data indicates
.

. . , /
.

.
, .

.

. . '4 --
thatthe.overall level of inflUence -of'eadh of the groups is associated

, A-..

-

with the position Of the groups in the hierarchy. In general, Superintendants

have the greatest influence over the.planning process, Principals'the second

greatest,'And teacherS the lowest. .

With regard to the organizational decision-ffiakingindex, again44

find that levels. O'f.influence are apparently-associated with pOsition in

thehierarchy, with Superintendan .having.the greatestovurall influence,

and teachers the least.

s,

Dependent Variables': The depeprent variable,- the "scope of imple-
.

;

mentation", was designed to Measure the degree o which the schOol'had

implemented' comprehensive changes by the end ofthe foUrth yeak of the

program. An important characteristic ol the scope of:implementation

scdre is that it takes into account the fact that innovations in org-

anizations do not all haVe.the same characteristics.- qome alffrt.

numbers of people,in relatively small waysi while others may lidve an

enormous impact'upon a relatively few.number of,peope. Because change is

not a unidimerlional vakiable, an attempt-was made to develop-a dif-
.

ferentied,approach.to two basic questions about change: -"hoW much"
. .

and "how different."-

6
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Table 1

Mean:Scores gn Influence in-
Planning Change and Influehce-in- ,

Decision-Making for.Superi#tendantde
-, . Principals and Teacilera

45schoils)

..

l?ranning Influence* '

Mean
.

Sui3eLntendant 3.71

Principal 3.06
.

Teacher .2.41

Decision7Making Influence**

guperthtendaht 5.54

Princinal' 5.36

Teacher. 4.69 4

(scale: 0-4)

(scalc: 0-9)

,

2

SD

A

.83

.92

.60°

rdfr
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tData regarding the-scope of implementation of uh:Inge were

collected through a structured questionnaire that was Q:-ompleted by.a

professional anthropologist or sociologist whd-re.iided at each site.

District and,school administrators were consulted in the.pioéess of '

filling out the forms in order to ensure'that the data-reflected school.

p rsonneU,s judgements aboUt the levels' of implementation as well.*

The dimensions of Change that-were measured included the following:

lj PervasiVenest, or the number of Students and Staff. i (olved
. .

in the rilanned change.pror:ram. A pervaSiveness scor, for
the' school was obtained by taking the log Of teachers and
students affeCted'by the program.

. -
2)- Extent, or the amount of.time that students'and etaff were .

involved. This was measured by taking the log of the 'average
percent; of classroom day, spent on'planned change activities
by teachers and students.

Degree of Difference, or the degree to which planned- change.
activities 'in the'areas of administration;and gOvernande of
theschool, Community participation, exChange of re4ources
.between the schopl and other organizations, alla the use of
time space and faclities represented real changes from
previous. activities'in thesemareas.

4). Systemic Chang?, or the d;egree.to whibh planned change
..activities resulted in innovative curricular and structurl/
arrangements for education,

. . .

*Very few discrepancies between the ethnographer and administrators were-
reported, and.those discrepancies were relatively minur. Where a
discrepancy- in judgements atose, the'judgements of-the on-site reeearcher
were used after discussidhs about the nature of the discrepancy; In
all cases.diScrepancy contisted of administrators rating the level of

:change on a given vestion'elightly higher than the on-site researdher.
The- di:screpancy in almost all cases consisted of a one point separation
:on a-six point,scale. A mare detailed discussion of these-measures
may be found in Rosenblum and Louis (1977)..

10



---Since.each of these dimensions wes mthsured using.a different scale', in

order to giVe theM equal weight in an oVerall measure of change each was

normed:to range'from 6.to 100. They Were then added to produce a summary

Scope of ImPleMentation Score, which had A theoretical range f 0 t6 400.

The average scope score for the 45 schools in the slaMPle was7176.

Analyis and rwsUlts

wheh che correlationS between the scoPe of imPlementation and the
, . .

'ififluence variables are examined, it is clear that high levels of influence

of the.Superintendant,.. both implannIng and,geheraI decision-making, are

strongly positively related to scope. (see Table 2) 'For Principals..

-and,Teachersi the correlationarelow.indicating that increasing.levels.

f influence in planning and decision-making have llttle.impact on the

implementation k)rOcess.

A atepwiseregression.procedure performed fOr,each_of the types.,..

of influence produced a-somewhat unusual pattern in the data with regard

to the differential influence of Principals iA planning and in on-going

decisions. -rne Standardized r.NgreSsion coefficients for planniIng.inflpence

show again that the superintendent'sfinvolvement'facilitates implementation

of changef while the Teacher's role is negligible. (see Table 3) The beta

,score'for P,tincipal planning influence, however, is moderately high,.but

with a negative sign. In other words, when the effects of the influence

df other a=tors'over.planning are removed, increasing principal influence
,

has negative .implications for the succeSsful implementation of the change'program.

9



Table 2

Correlation Matrix for Variab)es
on InEluence in Planning, Influence in Lecision-Making

and Scope of Planned Change

(N= 45)

'5':(Atrintendant

Influence On

Planning

Principal
Influence:on
Planning

Teacher
'influence on -.19
Planning

fii 0) ch

zylr e ' .. 0 . C` o
.

, e 13'
x., 0

0 .k. 0 } .c.,'"'c.,& 0 ..k:Y .c ./
cv

'c''. ,c..6 ..$ 0
c? . xp.

'''.2"..§1 .<4'
-./ e 0, 0 A,, 4- `' 0 -1 . ,.,0 olv AP j: e f cyg7 -.

"0 -.), 4' ..§' C.' 47 e? OC*' c,'"7c 0c*. e 0 0s. c? ° 49-
..e'cc:, A:7 - ..>, -, 0 "st .'Y er -^r 0 er

{s C'
Ar, -,?;",

47 GY ¢7 ki 4 k%' 6) .^7 (,:es? . `' t9 4N? rl 4 '*,,.

*O. ..., " c.. ..). ,

4 4 A? o N.Tr 4.7 4P ea , S7 c;',

,

.22"

Superintend
Iniluenc *------7-*

Decision- ,------.55

Making------'
------

,---OrinCipal
Influence on'
DecisiOn7-

Making

Teacher
Influence
0-eeision-

Making

on

Scope of
Implementation

* *

-27*

33**

ignificant at .05 level.
-

.5ignificant at .01 level,
t

.63**

-.10 -.13

.19 .19 ,-.22

.20 ..37** .03 19 .

-.08 -.13 'Al**. :09 -.04

i 2
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Tabl-e

Stepwise Aagresions of Scoperof
Implementation on Participation in 0

Planning and Participation in On-Going
Administration by Various Actor Groups

(N = 45 schools)

A: Particiption in Planning.
Adjuited

Variable . Multiple R R2 R2 R2 Change a

Saperin'tehdant .33

Principals .36

Teachers .37

B. Influence on Decision7Making
-----

Vatiable Multiple R

Superintendant .41

Principals

Teachers

.45

.45

A^1

.11 .09 .11 .39

.13 .09 .02 -.21

.13 . .07 .002 t '.07

Adjusted
R - R2 R2 Change

,16 .16 .46

.20 .16 .04 :21

.21 .15 .008 -.09

13

11.
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a
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On the other 4nd, when general decision-making influence is examined,

the level Of principal influence is positively atsociated with implementa-'

tion. Superintendent influence'remains highly correlated, and teacher

inAkience uncorrelated.

The results.of the regression confirm that the j,nfluence of the top

school adMinistrator is apparently crucial in both the planning and imple-

mentation process. Districtlevel involvement is overwhelmingly more im-.

portant in predicting implementation than involvement of lower level adminis-

trators or teachers. The data indicate, additipnally, that the PrincipalYs
e4

role has more impact on implementation than does/that of Teachers, but it

also suggests that the Principal influence has an ambiguous,. relationship
. .

to change. On the one hand, Principal participation seems to impede change

where involvement is in the planning phase, but facilitates it where involve-
,

ment is high in general decision-making40

c.
These resUlts do not, however, take into account a crucial aspect of

orT4anizational functioning, In the schOol change process, actors at the various
. 1

hierarchical levelsdo not act independently, but either interact or react to

behaViors exhibited by the other,actors in the system. Thus, it would be4

premiture to conclude on the basis of the simple correYations and beta

weights that the key to successful implementation of district-wide planned

change iS to be found solely in the presence of a strong chief administrator.

Rather, we museexamine the possibility that it is the structuring of patterns

of influence within)the district that determines successful implementation.

In order to make a preliminary examination of the impact of interaction

between levels of influence held by Superintendants, Principals and Teachers,.

cross product terms for each of the role partners were computed for both planning
,

14
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and general decision-making influence, /These cross Products were then

.

entered.separately into regressions/that included the separate terms for

/
each-actor lroup. The objective was to see whether the cross.product terms

a
2

would prOduceany increase the multiple R over and above that contributed

by the individual ac'tors.

The results of this'analysis are presented in Table 4. °This Table

indicates that for influence over the planning of change, all of the cross

products.increase the R by at.aeast 2%. The greatest increase in the R
2

is

-contributed by the.interaction between Teacher and Superintendant iri'fluence

over,plannin4; while the lowest contribution is made by the interaction between

Teacher and Principal levels of influence over, planning. For general

'decision-making influencethe Superintendant-Principal and Superintendant

. -

Teacher' cross products both increase the. R
2

by 3%. The interaction between

Principals and Teachers contribdtes okly .01%, however.
ek-

The cross product terms are, by their very nature, highly

correlated with the main terms. Thus the fact that we find increas'es of several-'

percentage points in the multiple R
2
ind cates that interaction effects between

the influence of various-role partners may centribute substantially to our

understanding of the implementation process. .The nature of these interactions

is the next issue to which we turn.

The interaction between influence at various levels in the school

hierarchy was further examined by dichotomizing both types of influence (using

the median) for eachadtor*oup. Correlations between the influence of two

f, the groups.and implementation were then calculated when the influence pf

the third actor was high Or low. While dichotomizing results in a loss of

much of the power of the.data under the assumption of linearity, the limited'

13



Table 4

Increase in Multiple R2
when Interaction 'Terms are

Added to.the Regression Equations

N = 45 schools)

A. Participation in Planning

Main Terms

R2

with Cross
,I.Product

Increase in
R2

. ,
1 .

Superintendant X Principal .13 .21' .08

Superintendant X Teacher. ..13 .36, .23

Principal, X Teacher .13 .15 .02

All Crops Products ..13 -.38 .25

B. /nfluence on Decibion-Making

.21 .24 .03Superintendabt X,Principal

Superintendant X Teacher .21 .24 .04

.Printipal X Teacherg .21 .21 .oica.

All Cross Produdts .21 .27 .07

16
%.
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§

nuMber-of cas.-s prevents an axaMinrztion of the'finer structure of the data.

A further drawback of tbe small N is the inability to examine the leVels

of influence of all three actor groups simultaneously. 'Despite these Una-
. .

tations, the data suggest some interesting interaction patterns between in-

fluence and implementation of planned change. The results ofthis analysis

for planning influence are presented in Table
/

making influence in Table 6.

and those or general decision--

Looking. first at the.data on planning influe9ce, we find that when the

.Superintendant's influence, of planning is-high, both Principal and Teacher

'planning'influence are btrongly,negetively associated-with iMplementation.

,Under conditions of low.Superintendant influence, on the other hand, both

Principal and Teacher-influence are positively associated with:change. In
- .

the case ofthe Teachers, thepositive correlation is quitp small (.10), but
. ,

:for R:rincipals dt iesomewhat stronger (,24). '

When the effects of high and low influenc'e in the cape of Principals
4

and Teachers are examined, a common pettern emerges that is.quite different

from.that found in the case of Superintendents.. In both,cases, where he .

influence of the school-baSed aCtor over.planning of change is low, the influence

of the SUperintendant is correlated with iMplementation at-a high level (in

d'-
both instances over .50). ,When their influence is high, however, correlations

?

between Superintendantinfluence nd implementation are -substantially reduced..

The-opposite results occur when we loo1 at,the relationships between

Teacher and Principal influence. iiere it appears that when the planning influence

f one is high, the influence of the other is positively correlate4 with c..nange.

When influence is low, On the other-hand, the influence of the other school-

15
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-f-Table 5

Correlations between Planning Influence
of Actor Groups and 'Scope of Impleinentation under:
.Conditiong of High and Lou! Planning'Influence

of Role Partners

R. R
SuPerintendant . Principal Influence Teacher Influente

i
Planning Influence, and Scope and Scope

Principal
Planning Influence.

High
11

Low

Teacher
Planning'Influence

High

Low

I

.24

-

R 'R -

Superintendant Inklu- Teacher Influence
enCe and Scope and Sctpe

,

-.02

.56

Superintendant -Influ-
ence. and Scope

.67

16

/

.21

7,37

.R
Principal Influence

and 5cope



Table^ 6
,

t. '
. 0

,
"Correlations Between Decision-Making Influence of

,Groups and Scope of Implementaticn Under Conditions of
Hrgh and Low Authority of Role Partners

Superintendent
° Decibidh-Making Influence

1 R ,

Principal Influence Teacher Influence
- and Scope And kope

High .02 -.42

Low :21 .12

Prináipal
Decision-Making Influence

High

Low

. . R
Superintendent Influ- Teacher Influence'
: ence and" Scope 'and.Scope

.30

.54.

-.33

.15

.
.*

, R . R .

Teacher 1 Superintendant Influ- Principal Influence
Decision-Making Influence ence and 8cope %and Scope

,High .30- -.04

Low. , ,51 ,24

17
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6

based actor group is negatively related to change. To summarize, the

influealce!of Principals and Teachers appears complementary.. When the influence

of either is high, increasing.influence on the part of the4her'facilitates

change. Between sChool based actors and Superintendett,i57-however, no such

complementary.effect exists. We-see instead a pattern that suggests that
'

high influence over.planning both within the school and within the central

offiCe is the condition which was least likely to pi-oduce implementation.

The result.presented:in'Table 6 indicate that a soMewhat different,

pattern of Interaction effects exists in the case-Of infldence over general

. ,

decision-making. No matter which pair s examined, we find that- when'one

actor group's dedition-making influence is high, the influence of:his/her

role partners is less highly correlated with implementation than when the

actor's influence is low. Within this general finding, we can locate

e

more tubtle distractions, however.

When the decisión-taking influence of either administrator is high;
;

'the influence,of TeaCheris-strongly negatively correlated with implemefitati

When the influence of either administrator,is low, on,the other hand, there is

a modest positive correlation betWeen Teacherinfluence and implementation.

;

In both cases, the difference between the correlations of Teacheg influence'.

and implementation under conditions of high.and low administrators upon-one

_another, on the other,hand, and the effects'!of Teachers n administrators,

Is considerably less:.

-Taken as a whole, the,findings suggest a number o conciusions that
,

contradict prevailing assumptions about the importance oLf participation and

influence at various hierarohical levels on the implemenUatIon of planned change.
.
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,The data\suggest gate strongly that,the successful Implementation of a
7(
\

district-wide/change program is most effdctively facilitated by the.presence_

l . . . .

2%.
,

of a chief administrator who dominates both the planning process-and the
. .

adMipistratil;e'decision-making in the schoOl sYstem. tespite the fact

.that actual implementation was Carried out on'the school and clasproom

level, high levels of participation of Teadlbrs in,planning.change, and high

influence'of Teachets and Principalt'Fin the general decisio n-making. process
,

in the.school and district are not alwav,, associated with higher levels Of
. .. . .. .... .

-aCtual implementation.

THiS zesult is not,surprising in light Of both'empiiical findings
. . , .

and change theories thatstress the need for strong,organizational support '.
, -

A. for. systematic. change'effortS (Deal', Meyer and $cott; 19754. Zaltman et al, 1913)

More surprising/howeVere is the fact th'at within these.school distkicts

there seems toY a zero-sum-relationahips between the'influence of various <,

parties and change.. Change'literature that emphasizes the importance .of

. . part ipation operates under the assumption that change will be most likely

tO 04 .
whea-the total inf24,1ence in thdorganization is raised by increating

influence at lower levels in,the hierarchy, while maintaining 1eadertAip

in the central-office. Our data suggest,'on the contrary, that where the
. t

'influence'of two actor groups in the school system is4high, the level of

change is liXelyyto be less th.in-when only one group's influence_is high. Table
*

7, for example, presents the relationship between Teacher and:Superintendent plan-
.--

ning influence 4nd.scope-of implementation, where each of the variables is dicho-
..

tomized. Here we see that when both Superintendent and Teachers'.both have

high influence, 38'sh of the schocls had high implementatiohscores.--When

. only one of the groupt was high, however, 60% of the schools fell above the'

- 1
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/Table

tOr.

rcentage of Schools Failing Above the Median
.Sco e of IMplementation Score under Conditions of

High and Low Teacher and Superintendant,
Influence over Planning

9

-

Teacher
Influence

Id

High

. 1

Superintendant influence

- .

Low

IN

384 60%o
(5/13) (6/10)

80%

;

(6/10)

42%,

(5/12)

st

2 2
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\

median'implementation store.
%

These findx\ngs suggest that there may be a
. . ,

6DiPet.4.:ifive tension'between ttie hierarchi al levels within schools which

I,

.

has major:implications for the process'of initiating and implementing

planned*change on a 6istrict-4ide level.

While:the zero sum relatiOnship beteen Teacher and Superintendent

Anfiluence exists both forethe pinning of. change and for general. decision-
\

$.
).

.making influence, the role of the PrinciPA1 in the change'process appears

ambiguous. In the case of
1

.

-

planning influence,\the principals and Teachers
. 1

-
\ .

participa on interacts ina reinforcing way. Actual levels of teacher and
,

,

.Principal'planning influence are, highly associated-C.63). an addition,

we find chat where both have high influence onplanning,implementation
!

is more likely.to occur than where only one is'high: e case:of7planning

influence, therefore, it alopears that the zero-sUmphenomenon iSxestritted

\
to the relationshipbetween sthoolbased personnel, and the chief administrator.

On the other hand, when we exathine general decision-making influence,

we do not find a complementarity between Teachers an& Principals. liere it
.

appears that high.general adirdn,,..rative influence on the part of the Principal

,is assockated with a negative correlation Lietween Teacher detision-making'

.influence and implementation. High Teacher influence has the ,same.dampening

impact onthe positive association between Principal influence and change.

The implications of this finding are that the Principal's role is.quite

different in the planning process and in the .gneral administrativb management
\-

ofthe,schools. In the planning process the Principal functioned as a
A

sChool7

based person. However, in the on-going administrative and-decisiow-inaking
e

.

,process, the Principal's role seems more ambiguous.
-I'

.;

An additional aspecttof the Principal role is puzzling in li-ght.

%

2 3
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:

of the findings of other studiee: OrganizationalautonOmyv which is tO
1

a large extent dependent-Con theexercise of leadership and influence from

principal ,7and principal influence have:been found in other studies to be

associated witfi adoption of.innovations. (Deal et al, 1975) In this

study, however, the influence of the grincipal is quite litited. Even _

/

under the conditions which appear to most- facilitate a relationship between

Principal influence and implementation, the correlations arwmodest,-and

much 16wer than those betWeen Superintendent influence and 45Plementation.

Discussion

A numberof factors .may help to illuminate.the results presented aboVe.

In,partiCular, some suggestions about the roles of Teachers and principals

-in the,pIanning and implementizof change and the structure of schOols as-

organizations bear upon the ques'Aon of participation and the process of

innovation in schools.

Teacher Autonomy: One question raised ty our data is why the apparent

lack of impact of Teacher influence? Increases in Teacher influence seem to

be fodused;on the arena of increased prcfessioual autonomy in the classroom:-.

Within our sample, for example,. Teacher influence in origoing organiZational decisiQns

is positively Correlated with TeacfierLs assessments of the degree to which they

are able to fnction autonomously in the classroom (.38).* Because cXassroom

-autonomy is a jealously guarded right of highly,professionalized teaching

staffs, schoOls with more powerful teachers may tend to resist innovations-

that emerge from the Superintendant's office, as opposed to being generated

-

within their own work. Classroom autonomy,' like teacher influence, is negatJ.vely

..,_.

*Classroom autönomy was.measured by presenting Teacher respondents with a list

of'decisiong related to clasEroom functioning. Teachers wereasked to indicate

which of these. decisions they could make without consulting a superior. Autonomy

was computed by counting the number bf Oecisions rated by the teacher as always

being made without.consulpation.
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related to ,onange (-.30): This may be partioUlarlY tru,:: for innovations

.that atteMPt to standardize teaching procedures or curricula across clesS-

roors thds reducing.the range. of "brofeisidnaljudgement" available to

the Teacher: Resistance.tc districtwide charWes by influential.teachers

is not ne'cessatilY.inconsistent-with.previous'firaings that staff profes-
7Th

sionalisM e asSoOiated wi_h innovations in schools: Thp important'is'sue

is the origin of,the innovations,

One 0ffthecfrq91(.:Ignqx expressed goals of participation in planning is

-to reduce rssistance atjower levels to the change. /t is important to note,
.

...

\

choWever; tNt within'our sample, Teacher and Superintendant influence over
. _

.

.planning ..z.e. pegativeA/cOrrelated. Thus, aP Teacher input into the planning
.

. .
,

. process i!ncteesesi'thfi critical Suoerintendant role.becomes diluted, and
..4 .

the overall iinpact of Teacher partiscipation may be -washed out.

-'.

The strucfUre of Role Relationshi s il75Chools: Schools within

school di stricts,ard typiCally struCtured aS Segmented rather than cdOpera-

tive, orgi.lpic systems (Deal et al, 1975; Bidwell', 105 ). In the segmented

professional oiganization; each professional lgrouP has their own sphere of .

influence, and the actiVities 0T,one may have' little or limited impacts on

the actiVities of another. IncreaSes in,teacher autonomy in a traditionalkY

ttrudtured school, for example', do notnecesserily increase the influence .

of Teachers as a group 'upon the activities of the school, but only the

influence !"/hich eael .xercizer ". in his or her protected domain. Jinder these

conditions, increasing influence within the ssgmented units should not logically

lead to mots concert,q:1 loint effort at achievi g a cooperative goal,.since the

professionals are notlaccustomed to working uNier conditions wheret.he development
(5' .

.of common solutions to'common problems is valued'. The.zero-sum interaction of

23,



influence found-in our data suhatantiate the notion that schools are segmentld

not onlYphysiçally, but also in terms of decision-making.

The selmentation of schools has additional implications for the role of

.

the'Principal in facilitating change. Where professional Autdnomy is hifgh,

Vle Principals.may be less.involved in general pedagogical decisions. Thus,

the.roles-of Teacher and princiPal also.be come Segmented, with the Teacher

attending to the education of students, while the Principal: becomes more

inVolved WL Ianagement issues other than those affecting classroOm activities.

The Pr:di-mall! Conditions of *segmentation of roldS may be temporarily altered

wheke the planning of a centralized change prograhl J.'s at stake.. Because this

an unusual eVent,..ptincipais and Teachers may more easily form a 'cooperative

lanit'in attempting to incorporate specifc school ,needs and ptoblems into a

change Program. _If,,as was generally the case in the Rural ExperiMental Schools

Program, such-gooperative planning efforts ai:e limited to an initial-planning

Phase, cooperation.between principals and teachets is a temporary phenomonon.').

".
mn_ 44ne,more typical-patterns of segmentation.will return during the-implementation

g -

Phase unless-substantial effort is made to develop.cooperative and on-goipg 4

joint efforts fdr the: later phases of the change program. In the Experimental

ES. program, for example, adhool wide or district wide training programs to

facilitate change were generally limited to th
-

ihitial'implementation phases,

, ,
, d

44 indication that participatory planfling.processes zere not followed up by :
6.

"

ParticiPatory management of the implementatj,on effort..

Principal Leadershia: ,The segmentatiln of schools- provides only:a

.liinited explanation for the appareni.. leek of impact of Principal influence.

Princip#ls ocCuPy a position in the hierarchy of th,: scnool,district which may

*be characteri%ed.by stress in a peridd of,district-wide planned change. On the
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one hand, their professional staffs expect them to represent and proect-
,

profeSsional interests,in he-classroom, and to moderate what may be thought

40 of as unreasonable incursions upon professional akIthority: The Superintendents,

_

on the'other hand., may expect Principals tO: act as an administrative repre-

sentative in ensuring the implementation ofithe change as manaated by the,

central office. However, theiMpact'of the Principal as a powerless functionary

caughtbetween opposing forces contradicts the data, which suggest tfiat Princi-
.

pals do have relatively high levels of general administrative'influencewithin,
\\

the school tystem

One explanation for the apparently slight relationship between princi-
,

. pal influenCe and the dutcomes, of the change programS mai, be found if the

depdndent measure of implementatiOn is examined in greater detail. It will

be recalled that the scope of chan4e wascomposed df four individual sub-

measures, two of which reflected the "quantity".of change in terms of time and

number of participants, and two that reflected the "quality" of change in terms

of the .Comprehensive reorganization of the-struoture and curriculum content of

the school. Table 8 presents,the-results of a regressionof the "quality" and

'tquantte of change on the decision-making:influence of the thrad actor groups',

This Table indicates that while Principals: have a negligible impact upon the

"quantity" of change, their impact upon "quality" is quite high. The beta

coefficient for Principal' decision-making influence and quality is, for example,

.33. It is equally important to note that the findings with regard to the

influence of Superintendents and Teachers are similar fat-these two differet

' dimensions of change. That is, Superintendent influence has a strong, positive

.relationship, and Teacher inf2oence a negligible one.

. The qUantity measure reflects indicators of change that are both highly

visible and easily mandated-by a superintendent. Quantit can be achieVed in the
1
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Table 8 1.

Stepwise Regressions Of "Quality" of
Change and "Quantity" of Change on

Autyority Variables ,

Multiple

A. Quality of Change

'

-Superintendant
' Decision-,Making .35 .12

.Influence

.Principal
Decision-,Making ;46 :22.

Influence

R2

TeaCher
Decision-Making .48 . 3

Influence

B. Qtiantity of Change

Snperintendant
becision-,Making .32 .10

Influence'

-PrinciPal
Decision-Niaking .32 .10

Influence
)

Teacher
, Decision-74 i g .32 ,, .10

Influence

26

2 8

Adjusted 11.2 '

R2

.10 .12

.,..

-.18 .09

.17 . .01

..08 .10

;,

.06 :001'

.046 .001

Simple

.43 .35

.

-
.33 .21.

1:YA.2 .04

A
.04 -.04
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absence of leadership and commitment to innov-tion, for many people can be in-.

,volved for substantial.periods of time,.but the content of'activities can be

essenally the same as those that existed previculy. Ensuring.that the

change -actually represents a difference in the-structuring, content and
I.

management of-the schoor,-howeverrrepresents a more subtle and enduring%

%aspect of innovation, for it is a reflection oi the fact that

does not merely represent the w" but also the different. The.data

sUggest that achieving real changes in the operations of the.school requires'

A

school-based leadership frOm the Principal, in addition to that provided"by

the chief_ district administrator. The fact that the beta coefficients are
-

high for both Principals andoSuperintendeAs indicates that an

integrated administrative structure to supportchanges is.very likely a

pre-requisite of effective systematic change programs.

Some additional considerations: 'It is Important to point out that the

data presented in this paper are, at this point,. limited.in their generaliza-
,

bility. .First, the sample of schools inVolved in the program are located within

, rural.districts, and may therefore be characterized by authbrity structures

that are not characteristic.of schools as a whole. Other analyses have

. indicated that even within this sample the level of.Superintendant inflUence

within a districtris, to some deqree, correlated with characteriStics that are

associated with rurality, zilch as the numbeisof schools within the district,

and the level of complexity of the.schools. (Rosenblum and Louis, forthcoming)
1.

As schools systems,become more complex and larger, the Superintendent's ability

to directly influence what occurs within kgivenschool is likely to diminish, ,

and'the relative significance'of school-based actors to increase. On the other

hand, if the patternS reveajed in this data are at all representative of what

might,occur in other school syStems, we would predict that the implementation of

9
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.

districtoide change ip a.more complex and heterogeneous school systeu would be

.
. , =, ,

.

even more difficult,.since such districts-are even more likely to be characterized

by segmentation'bbtween the disfrict office 8nd schools.'

;

_ Second, it muSt.be emphasized that these results are not generalizeable
. t

:

to change progrems'that are generated"Within schools, using participatory

,

planning and. manageMent... We dre dealing here withra program that was not

k

lyinitiated from the district office,.but which was also required tobe

respo sive to stancfards and.conditions'that emerged,from 411, eVen more.distant.

source--the federal gove- ment: In febt, other data suggest that the role-of

the federal government jf its attempts,to.mold the change programs within the ;

.

c.
1

perticipating dt,stricts may fia-k-augmented the role of the Superintendent, since

the program negotiations Were made tilrouah the district office. ZCorWinfforthcoming)
.

Finally, it is important to reiterate that it is'the segmental nature
2e)

of -61e-eduaational system, and the aUthoritystructure within the school system

that.is:most likely the-arucial factonin explaining the outcomes'of this

analysis. Until the educational system:initiatei-S4uctural changes that increase

the levels Of cooperation, integration and participation in the on-going func-

.

tioning of education, the implementation ,of-comprehensive system-wide changes

may- be feasible only in a small number of districts with unique characteristics.

Few would be satisfied with the simple recommendation'that to facilitateahange

it is necessary to reduce the teacher role to-a non-professional and subordinae

status. If a system-wide innoyative program.is desired, it will be necessary

to first build a traditiOn of cOoperatiye activity within sciiools.andJwithin

the district as a whole which can serve to reduce the segmentel nature of

,..-
..

the authority strUcture while not undermining the profeSsional and,leadership '..
. t . . ,,.

;: . c _
contributions available krom profeSsionals at all levels within the system.

30
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